Dear Educator,

Your opinion matters. We want to make *Wildlife Encounters* a valuable resource for educators of primary, middle, and high school students. Please take a moment to respond to the following questions so that we can improve our resource for you. Teachers that complete the survey will receive a full color poster for their classroom!

Please complete the following information. Data collected will be used for internal use only and to communicate with you regarding your *Wildlife Encounters* needs unless you indicate otherwise.

Name:
Institution:
Street Address:
City:
State:
Zip Code:
Phone number (optional):
Email (optional):

Grade(s) taught:

I heard about *Wildlife Encounters* (circle one):
From a colleague
From a friend
From mailed information
At a school meeting
On-line
Other (please specify) ________________________________

I used *Wildlife Encounters* as (choose one): A lesson series or an individual lesson

*Wildlife Encounters* met the stated learning objections for my students. Yes or No

*Wildlife Encounters* contained the appropriate level of rigor for my students.
No, it was too rigorous for the proposed grade level
No, it wasn’t rigorous enough for the proposed grade level
Yes, it was appropriate for my students

For more information visit the Wildlife Medical Clinic website at http://vetmed.illinois.edu/wmc/
**Wildlife Encounters** was a useful addition to my curriculum. Yes or No

If possible, I would change the following about **Wildlife Encounters** (please write suggestions below).

I used the following supplemental **Wildlife Encounters** Teacher Resources. Please offer suggestions pertaining to these resources in the space provided.

- Toolbox Activities  
- Lesson Resources  
- Classroom visit from the Wildlife Medical Clinic birds of prey

My class participated in an activity to help support the Wildlife Medical Clinic. Yes or No

I will use **Wildlife Encounters** as a classroom resource in the future. Yes or No

Please place me on the mailing list for the University of Illinois Wildlife Medical Clinic (check the box).

Please return completed form to:
Wildlife Medical Clinic
1008 W. Hazelwood Dr.
Urbana, IL 61802
Attn: Wildlife Encounters

For more information visit the Wildlife Medical Clinic website at http://vetmed.illinois.edu/wmc/